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A Great Dream

Commented [KS1]: Be more specific with your title—a
bit too general.

The future is finally going to belongs to the adolescents young, so from now on, every
teenager should have one or more blueprints about the future. The blueprints here are

Commented [KS2]: Interesting statement, but what kind
of hook is this?

not meant to be a designer’s paper of building something, oppositely, they mean the
objectives and goals in the future. These blueprints are can be enormous orf tiny, or
simply realized, or extremely difficult to achieve. My own blueprint is to be a boss of

Perhaps find a quote or a statistic that

backs this up.
Formatted: Font: Bold
Commented [KS3]: This is too obvious, I know what
you mean without explanation.
Commented [KS4]: Don’t overuse the word “blueprint”

a professional basketball team, to be honest, I will be capable towould enjoy the

It’s a nice metaphor, but vary your word choice so that
you don’t lose the impact of your words.

atmosphere of competitive sports, I will besee myself being famous in the world and I
envision am going to earning a fortune large pile of gold and silver. I absolutely want
to become a boss of a professional team in the future, and that is my dream.
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Commented [KS5]: A better thesis would be to explain
HOW you are going to accomplish your dreams, not just
describing your dreams.

I feel your passion and conviction. In your thesis, focus on explaining how you will
achieve these very ambitious goals.

For your hook, you could ask the reader to

envision the lifestyle you want in detail, so that we can share the dream with you.
Don’t repeat yourself.
achieve it in your thesis.

Describe your dream in detail, then tell me how you will

